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Letter From The Editor
Hey family,
I dedicate this Fall 2019 Issue, The Renaissance Issue, to all of our black
creatives on and around campus. Our team hopes to shine light on black
artistic resilience, which has two meanings for us. One is to pay tribute to
many new, innovative types and genres of art that Black peoples have created
to protest the inhumanity of their treatment in a racist, antiblack world. The
other is simply to pay tribute to the vast topic of black prose/black artistic
expression in general, because black forms of art are the most resilient (and
co-opted) in popular culture.
I give a special shoutout to the team that produced this magazine, specifically
all of the editors that collectively designed the magazine. This is my last quarter as EIC and it’s been a blast to love on this magazine for the past several!
If you have any thoughts, comments or concerns or even want to join our
team, please feel free to reach out. Our email blackboardmagazinenu@gmail.
com is always ready to hear from you. Please ‘like’ BlackBoard Magazine on
Facebook and follow @blackboardmagnu on Twitter and Instagram.
Best,
Debbie-Marie Brown
Print Editor-In-Chief, BlackBoard Magazine
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What’s up y’all,

I like to practice in a number of mixed media, and a great deal of my art takes a sociopolitical tone. Back in high school, I considered a “sociopolitical” tone for art to encapsulate an explicit political message or opinion; I felt the art needed to have an agenda.
However, I have come to realize that as a queer Black person, when I express happiness
for myself within the intersection of my
identities, that in itself is political. The
queer-Black joy I create and represent in
some of my works is antithetical to our
white-supremacist homophobic society
that doesn’t want to see queer and/or
Black people happy.
This idea of Black joy being radical is one
of the guiding principles I carry with me
as FMO Coordinator, especially in light
of events like last night where so much
harm and trauma was produced. Taking the time to heal and be joyful is in
itself a contribution to the fight against
the dominant forces of our society! As
such, if doodling, painting, constructing
structures out of random items you have
available, or any other form of art makes
you happy, I implore you to indulge in
that and create space for your happiness
amid all the craziness of Northwestern
(especially during winter quarter!).
Sending you all love and energy to get
through the winter!
Best,
Austin Gardner
FMO Coordinator

Letter From
FMO

I am sitting down to write this letter the night after Jeff Sessions, a racist, homophobic,
transphobic, Islamophobic, xenophobic, sexist white supremacist, was on our campus.
If a person’s “free” speech continues the domination of vulnerable communities and
perpetuates harm, I condemn their “free” speech as purely an act of hate. As such, my
heart and love are with the students who showed courage and expended emotional
labor to resist Sessions’ presence in our community space. However, my heart hurts
seeing the violence and harm NUPD enacted on students who protested Sessions’ hate,
as the dynamics of power and domination at play last night were immensely skewed in
Sessions’ favor. In addition to having these heavy events on my mind, I am also thinking
a great deal about the theme of this BlackBoard issue, which centers Black artistic expression and the ties between art and resistance. I see a duality in the potential of art as
resistance; there is a potential for healing as well as a potential to build power and unity.
As such, I am so happy BlackBoard is creating space for us to think about the power of
art!
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Painting the Color Black

Onyeka Chigbogwu

B

wlack people have struggled for decades to be represented on movie screens. But what’s
even more important than representation is depiction.

When it comes to Hollywood portrayals of Black characters, there is often an attempt
to contain a part of their personality or story. This is according to Mariam Petty, professor of
radio/television/film studies (RTVF) at Northwestern University. She says Black characters must
compromise their complexity in order to appeal to a primarily white audience. Petty gives the
example of Black male characters’ appeasement of the “assumption of threat.” She says Black male
characters are given traits to prove to the audience that they are not plotting harm. Her prototype
is Kevin Hart, who she says is paid to play the white lead’s “Black best friend.” This repeated trope
is dangerous because it portrays black characters’ stories as simple rather than complex enough to
tell their own stories.
Sierra Thoulouis, RTVF first-year, says “media is something that we should use as an escape.”
However, Thoulouis says she has had to endure the media’s poor portrayal of Black women as
“sassy”. These expectations, she says, have followed her into real-world interactions with friends
where she says she hears things such as, “that’s the black in you coming out,” when she expresses
irritation or passion.
So, what does accurate portrayal look like for Black people in theatres? Firstly, maybe the focus
shouldn’t be “accuracy.”
“One man’s ‘accurate’ is another man’s lie,” Petty says. Replication is futile. Nuance is everything.
The story of a complex character connects with a wider audience’s individual stories. Petty says it is
important that a character is “dimensionalized” and not “flat.”
But perhaps the most effective way to portray Black people is to move outside the realm of
blockbuster films. Barbara Scharres, director at the Gene Siskel Film Center, praises the
independent film industry for achieving nuance. She says independent filmmakers tend to have
much more realism and in-depth and complex characterizations than Hollywood.
“In the world of independent film, there are lots and lots of directors—especially young and
emerging directors at the time—who are making films, often with their own money,” Scharres said.
“The Cineplex can take care of all the new releases from Hollywood, but the world of film is bigger
than that. Hell, it’s a lot bigger.”
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Likewise, Adam Mcmath—president of the Black Alphabet Film Festival— recognizes the
power of the independent film industry and works to promote it. McMath’s film festival
celebrates the independent art of the Black LGBT+ community.
“I think it’s important to be in the community and do some work with the community to
understand the different nuances of character we have,” he said.
McMath points to the 2016 film “Moonlight” as a prime example. Tarell Alvin McCraney,
who wrote the original play “In Moonlight Black Boys Look Blue” and co-wrote the film,
loosely based the main character, Chiron, off himself as a child. Both McCraney and Barry
Jenkins, the film’s director, grew up in Miami, the city the film is based in.
If the director of the film does not fully identify with the characters, McMath says it is
important that there are people involved in the production of the film who do. To illustrate
this, he refers to Black Alphabet Film Festival’s 2019 headline selection, “King Ester” by
Dui Jarrod. The film follows the story of a Black trans woman in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina. It stars Angelica Ross, a Black trans woman who can provide insight into what
it means to identify with the community—insight that cannot necessarily be provided by
Jarrod or other members of the production.
To depict the color Black, according to Petty, you may have to move the color white.
“People who carry dominant privilege have to begin to be comfortable with being
decentered and not have hurt feelings about that,” she said.
Thoulouis says you must approach characterization with a “fresh outlook,” unaltered by
cliches, tropes, or common stereotypes. Additionally, McMath and Scharres both point to
recognizing individuality.
The story of America is a story of 400 years. It is a story of the lives of millions of Africans
and their descendants—each vivid and unique. There are so many ways to depict black.
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Black Literature
vs. THe Nobel Prize
Committee
by Cheyenne Lawrence

Photos courtesy Allan Warren
Photo via Flickr

The Nobel Prize is the highest honor in literature and

was first awarded in 1901. Recipients, called laureates, receive a medal, a diploma and a monetary award
(roughly $100,000) from the Nobel Foundation.
Of 950 total laureates, only 16 Black people have won
(12 in Peace, three in Literature and one in Economics). It was not until 1950 that the Nobel prize was
given to a member of the African diaspora, Ralph
Bunche, for his work in the development of the United
Nations.
Of 112 Nobel prize laureates in literature, only three
are Black. The contributions of many iconic voices
in the Black literary tradition have been completely
ignored by the Nobel Prize, including but not limited
to Ralph Ellison, James Baldwin, Zora Neale Hurston,
Chinua Achebe, Maya Angelou, Langston Hughes and
Alice Walker.
The Swedish Academy, composed of 18 members, selects the Nobel Laureates in Literature from the nominees. The qualified nominators are members of the
Swedish Academy and similar institutions, professors
of literature or linguistics at universities and colleges,
previous Nobel Laureates in Literature and presidents
of those societies of authors that are representative of
the literary production in their respective countries.
The statutes of the Nobel Foundation restrict any
disclosure of information about the nominations for 50
years.
“The Nobel selection committee, like any committee,
is political, and some writers are in favor at specific
times,” says Tracey Vaughn-Manley, professor of Afri-

can American Literature at Northwestern University.
She gave the example of James Baldwin, who is experiencing a literary resurgence now because his work
resonates with Black life in America now more than
ever. However, his writing can be categorized as strident and radical compared to the work of most Nobel
Literature Laureates.
The three Black Nobel Laureates in Literature are
Toni Morrison, Derek Walcott and Wole Soyinka,
and the recognition of their work changed the literary
world.

TONI MORRISON
“We mistook violence for
passion, indolence for
leisure, and thought recklessness was freedom.”

Photo via flickr

Most famous works: “Beloved,” “The Bluest Eye,”
“The Song of Solomon,”
“Sula”

Toni Morrison was the first Black woman to win the
Nobel Prize, and is the only female Black American
Laureate.
It was Morrison’s winning the Nobel Prize that
changed the way African American literature appeared
on syllabuses and its prestige in the halls of academia.
“I wanted to restore the language that black people
spoke to its original power,” said Morrison.

As an editor, Morrison brought the Black literary
tradition to the mainstream. She edited the works of
poet and novelist Toni Cade Bambara, radical activist
Angela Davis, Black Panther Huey Newton, novelist
Gayl Jones, Muhammad Ali and Henry Dumas, as
well as the Contemporary African Literature collection
that included work from Wole Soyinka, Chinua Achebe and Athol Fugard.
When Toni Morrison’s “Beloved” was shortlisted for
the National Book Award, 48 Black writers and scholars wrote an open letter to the New York Times in
which they condemned the publishing industry, writing, “The legitimate need for our own critical voice in
relation to our own literature can no longer be denied.”
Morrison draws upon the “interiority of Black life,”
the universality of love and suffering, and refused
to cater to the white gaze. In the words of Tracey
Vaughn-Manley, professor of African American Literature at Northwestern University, “In ‘Beloved,’ people are determined to love despite having undergone
the intense trauma of slavery. Here we have people
who have undergone something so gory and violent,
but still maintain their humanity. They’re determined
to love each other and be together as best they knew
and could. That’s universal.”

WOLE SOYINKA
“Books and all forms
of writing are terror to
those who wish to suppress the truth.”

Most famous works:
“Myth, Literature, and
the African World” and
“Death and the King’s
Horseman”
In 1986, Soyinka became the first African to receive
the Nobel Prize for Literature. His Nobel acceptance
speech was dedicated to Nelson Mandela. During the
Nigerian civil war, Soyinka, a political activist, urged
for a cease-fire and was arrested in 1967. He was held
as a political prisoner for 22 months until 1969.
When Soyinka won the Nobel prize, African literature
was given more prestige and attention in the literary
13

world, and the Nobel committee expanded their borders of world literature.

DEREK WALCOTT
“Visual surprise is natural
in the Caribbean; it comes
with the landscape, and
faced with its beauty, the
sigh of History dissolves.”
Most famous works:
“Omeros,” “Love After
Love,” and “Dream on
Monkey Mountain”
In 1992, Walcott won the Nobel Prize in Literature.
The magisterial citation from the Swedish Academy of
Letters wrote, “In him, West Indian culture has found
its great poet” and praised his “historical vision, the
outcome of a multicultural commitment” and “melodious and sensitive style”.
In 1982, Walcott was accused of sexual harassment by
a then Harvard sophomore, and in 1996 was sued by
a student of Boston University for sexual harassment.
As a result, he withdrew his candidacy for the position
of Oxford Professor of Poetry in 2009.
Walcott’s work, centering around the colonization of
St. Lucia and the humanity of its residents, produced
the same effects for Caribbean literature as Soyinka.
Unfortunately, for Soyinka and Walcott this phenomenon was short lived.

Twenty-five years have passed since Toni Mor-

rison won the Nobel Prize, and subsequently since
an African American writer was named a laureate in
literature. The Black literary tradition is overdue for
another Nobel laureate, and some of the most well received modern authors are Zadie Smith, Jesmyn Ward,
Ngugi Wa Thiong’o (shortlisted twice), Chris Abani
and Kamau Brathwaite.

by Cheyenne Lawrence
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New
Black
Aesthetic
by Camille Williams
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dants.”

bria royal, a 2016 Northwestern alumna, is a

multidisciplinary artist and community organizer who
creates zines, animations, comic books and paintings.
Everything she creates strives to challenge dominant
narratives, as proclaimed on the homepage of her
website: Chicago’s black artist community has thrived
alongside the socio-political stuggles of the Chicago
“My work is for all people marginalized by their identities.
For black and brown womxnhood, femininity, and
gender fluidity
For the elements of our natural world and beyond.
For our ancestors and our future liberated descenvisual via bria royal
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At Northwestern, making art was a side hustle for royal, who never took a single class in the Art, Theory &
Practice department. Instead, they majored in communication studies and minored in psychology and radio,
television & film. After the digital art she created to
promote the Undergraduate Prison Education Program (UPEP) circulated widely on social media, she
started considering a career in social justice art.
“When I’m creating campaigns for other people, it’s
really about making people feel represented in a really
authentic and honorable way to them,” royal said.

As a Black woman of Puerto Rican descent, royal
Black artists have thrived in Chicago since the Chicago
brings Latinx culture, indigeneity, and other identities
Renaissance, which took place from the 20s to the 40s
whose voices are sidelined in social movements into
and laid much of the groundwork for future Black art,
her art. Much of royal’s work centers on the theme of
music and literature. At a time when images of Black
healing justice, which means
“That intersectionality real- people consisted mainly of
giving marginalized groups
ly comes in with me thinking apeish caricatures—if there
and individuals the permiswas any representation at
about
my
various
identities,
sion, time, space, and resourcall—visual artists like Arand
how
they
come
together
es to heal from their traumas.
chibald Motley Jr., Margaret
and interact with one another Burroughs, Eldzier Cortor,
“That intersectionality really
to produce my experience.” Charles White, Marion Percomes in with me thinkkins, Henry Avery and many
ing about my various identities, and how they come
more individually and collectively initiated a new way
together and interact with one another to produce my
of representing Black forms centered on reflections of
experience,” she said.
African heritage. Their works and legacy are preserved
at The Southside Community Art Center’s permanent
“You never want to be speaking on behalf of an expericollection.
ence that you don’t have.”
But it was the Black Arts Movement (BAM), from 1965
Thus, by the intersectional nature of royal’s work, her
to 1975, that initiated the most radical shift in Black
art is never about one social justice issue targeted at
visual arts in the 20th century. Global decolonization
one identity. Her short comic “Pussy Monster” interand the Black Power movement encouraged solidarity
ogates her personal struggles with being Afro-indegeacross the African diaspora, and Chicago itself was
nious, femme and chronically ill. In constructing the
a battleground for police reform, economic justice
narrative for “Black Girl Mania: The Graphic Novel”
and civil rights. In 1968, a few Chicago-based artists
(2017), she uses mythology and Afro-indegenous
assembled AfriCOBRA, or African Commune of Bad
futurism to trace the journey of a young Black woman
Relevant Artists, to innovate a new Black Aesthetic.
dealing with bipolar disorder in a post-apocalyptic
The collective emphasized loud colors, rhythm, organworld.
ic-looking forms, and community-inspired “art for the
people.”
To royal, mythology is “not just a theory of thought
that was created a long, long time ago,” but “a living
“They wanted to establish his notion of Black Aesthetform of storytelling.”
ic, that wasn’t essentialist… it was looking to history,
but also looking to the community and how people
“I think we forget how much of our current world
were expressing themselves in vernacular aesthetics.
is shrouded in mythology around white supremacy,
What kinds of clothes were people wearing in the
around social media—just different things that we all
street, and what kind of styles were they expressing in
agree to be to kind of subscribe to,” royal said. “It’s realtheir daily life,” said Rebecca Zorach, Mary Jane Crowe
ly cool to be thinking about new mythologies that can
professor of art and art history at Northwestern and
replace some of the negative ones that have influenced
author of “Art for People’s Sake: Artists and Communius in our society.”
ty in Black Chicago, 1965–1975.”
Art and activism in the Black community have
marched slowly toward inclusivity and intersectionality.

In fact, royal says she doesn’t look up to many individual Black artists from movements past, due to the
underlying misogyny and homophobia of the time.
Yet, the artists who pushed back against White norms
throughout the twentieth century paved the way for
the defiance of movements of today.
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“The Wall of Respect,” a community mural in Chicago initiated by W, realized BAM’s goals of uniting
the Black community under a positive message and
inspired other pro-Black murals across the nation. It
portrayed Black heroes in the realm of jazz, theater,
rhythm and blues, literature, religion, statesmen, sports
and later dance, and served as a site of performances
and activism.

Timeline of Black Arts Movement

1968- Martin Luther King, Jr.

1963-The age of “Black

Power” begins
-March on Washington for
Jobs and Freedom
-16th Street Baptist Church
bombing kills four girls in
Birmingham, Alabama
-15 Black artists form Spiral
in NewYork

Reginald Gammon Freedom
Now 1963 Acrylic paint on
board

assassinated
-Fred Hamption murdered by police
in Chicago
Huey Newton imprisoned for
alleged shooting of Oakland police
officer
-AfriCOBRA founded in South Side
of Chicago
-Emory Douglas begins maing “Rev- Emory Douglas Poster in “The
olutionary Posters” for Black Pan- Black Panther” Offset lithograph on paper 57.8 x 37.5
ther Party newspaper

1965

-Amiri Baraka (formerly
LeRoi Jones) founds the
Black Arts Repertory/
Theater School in Harlem and BAM officially
begins
-Malcom X assassinated
Cover of Black Fire, 1971
paper back edition, first
published 1968

1970
-Angela Davis

arrested for first
degree murder

1967- The Organization of Black American Culture
led by William Walker paints the “Wall of Respect” in
Chicago Photo by Robert A. Sengstacke

“It wasn’t just making art for the community so they
can try and enlighten them, to politicize them, it was
kind of drawing ideas in a way that respected the contributions that were made to define a Black Aesthetic,”
Zorach said.

“I want it to be like a cleanse or an exercise, so I feel
good after I do it, no matter how it turns out,” she said.
“It could shock people I guess, but I think it’s really
important if it relieves people, too.”

Nevertheless, social justice issues pervade her art. She
recently made a painting based on a paper she wrote
Perhaps most significantly, BAM cemented visual arts
on the prison-industrial complex and racism. The
as a medium for Black Liberation and positive art by
painting includes three portraits of Black faces, broken
and for the Black community. Today, movements from up in angles in different colors, to express the interBlack Lives Matter, LGBTQ equality to prison abolition sectionality of race and socio-economic class, and the
inspire new iterations of the Black Aesthetic for the
components that make up a prisoner.
next generation of activists and artists.
“There’s never been a luckier time to be Black in any
However, being a Black artist in Chicago does not
formal art community, because culturally I feel like
mean making content that is exclusively Black. Take
Black culture is on top right now,” Okeke said. “We
first-year Marci Okeke, for example, who plans to
have our hip hop, our fashion, and we have our stories.
declare a minor in art, theory and practice. She special- Our narratives are finally able to be exposed in one
izes in portraits and in acrylic and oil as well as metal
way or the other. And I completely see and understand
work. Though Okeke identifies as a Black woman and a that we are not completely there yet. You see there is a
first-generation American, she thinks of herself as huskewed narrative to being ‘hood’ or suffering. We don’t
man first. She says she wants to be an “artist,” not neccompletely have our happiness out there yet. But I
essarily a “Black artist,” and would prefer for her art to think that’s what we should show right now.”
speak for itself. She says she primarily discovers ideas
in moments from her life, dreams and imagination.
Okeke thought of renowned contemporary artist Kerry
James Marshall, a direct descendant of the Black Arts
25

1971- Attica Prison

uprising
-Dindga McCanon, Faith
Ringgold and 11 other artists
form “Where We At! Black
Women Artists, Inc.

Betye Saar “The Liberation
of Aunt Jemima” 1972

Barkley L. Hendricks “What’s Going On” 1974

1972-Shir-

1977- FES-

ley Chrisholm
becomes first
major party African American
for president

TAC- The Second
World Black and
African Festival of
Arts and Culture
occurs in Lagos and
Kaduna, Nigeria
Carolyn Lawrence “Black Children Keep
Your Spirits Free” 1972

Faith Ringgold Woman Free
Angela 1971

Movement in Chicago, who depicts various Black
subjects historically excluded from the art canon. royal
says that when she was younger, hypebeast style and
art by Tekashi Muramaki impacted her because of the
way they spoke to Black street art and culture.

Edo people ivory mask
symbol for FESTAC ‘77
Courtesy of Metropolitan
Museum of Art

Artist Collective in 2016 toward the end of her Northwestern experience. Now that group has grown to host
various events, including the city-wide art exhibition,
for “Do Not Resist? 100 Years of Police Violence in
Chicago” in 2018.
Unfortunately, many of the same issues artists spoke
out against in BAM are just as relevant today. As
Chicago museums and galleries have recently began
to give their homegrown artists their due, there is still
much research and advocacy necessary to support
Black Chicago artists and activists.

Marci Okeke. Land of Milk and
Honey. Copper, etching enamel
and sculpture.

“I remember those artists being very important to me,
because they showed a very colorful joy, and it wasn’t
shamed, and it was still seen as kind of a Black cultural
presentation,” royal said.
For royal, friends are the biggest influence on how she
approaches her work. She co-founded For the People
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“We have one foot in the main space, we just need
to kick our other foot through the wall… so if you’re
hungry, you do have the platform to show your work,”
Okeke said. “It’s just that you still might have to work
harder than someone who has more privilege or has
more experience in the art world previously.

Playing the
Keys of the
Cosmos
The mysticism of
Black Panther and the
complexities of Sun Ra

Pieces by
Karina Karbo-Wright
and
Sophia Crum
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“Black Panther”:
Afrofuturism at Its Finest

A

By Karina Karbo-Wright

frofuturism is the convergence of Black science, Black fiction and Black art. Blackness is beauty.
Ryan Coogler captured these profound ideals in his massively successful 2018 film, “Black Panther.”
The mixture of unfathomable wealth, knowledge and technology is something new to Black film.
“Black Panther” dared to move away from the reductive Hollywood Black narrative and created a
new one for all Black people
to aspire to and build on. Coogler
did not create an Afro-film
on who we should be, but who
we, the people of the African
Diaspora, can be.
With its signature
blend of advanced technology
and communal harmony,
the city of Wakanda fulfills a
beautiful dream that lingers
in the African Diaspora. Deeply
seated within our current
culture is a sense that something
is missing. Due to our origins
of slavery, our foundation as a
people is unique. Rather than
a tradition of “roots,” we stake
our foundation within the
dispossession and culmination
of the cultures represented
through many of Wakanda’s
different tribes.This was
intended by “Black Panther”
costume designer Ruth E.
Carter. This country’s beauty is
a slave descendant’s dream about our history made into a reality. Yet, this dream is still fraught with the real
tensions of Black identity in a white world.

“With its signature blend
of advanced technology
and communal harmony,
the city of Wakanda
fulfills a beautiful dream
that lingers in the African
Diaspora.”
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With its signature blend of advanced
technology and communal harmony, the
city of Wakanda fulfills a beautiful dream
that lingers in the African Diaspora. Deeply
seated within our current culture is a
sense that something is missing. Due to
our origins of slavery, our foundation as a
people is unique. Rather than a tradition of
“roots,” we stake our foundation within the
dispossession and culmination of the cultures
represented through many of Wakanda’s
different tribes.This was intended by “Black
Panther” costume designer Ruth E. Carter.
This country’s beauty is a slave descendant’s
dream about our history made into a reality.
Yet, this dream is still fraught with the real
tensions of Black identity in a white world.
The stark contrast between
Killmonger and T’Challa embodies that
tension. During T’Challa’s first visit to the
afterlife, he meets his father on a spiritual
plane separate from the rest of the world.
T’Challa’s white robe contrasts with the deep
blue and purple background, representing
his divergence from his father’s legacy.
Together they share a bond, which serves as a
healing moment for T’Challa after his father’s
untimely death.
Conversely, Killmonger’s experience
is one Black America knows all too well.
When Killmonger crosses over to the
spiritual plane, he does not get to heal. Like
T’Challa, he sees his father, but the moment
is rooted in sadness and trauma. Suddenly,
Killmonger is a child again, hopeless as his
father cries and laments what he could have
done for his son had his life been spared.
The stereotype of disappearing Black fathers
and the weight of decades of historical
trauma Black people carry on their shoulders
every day—that is Killmonger’s spiritual
experience.
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From his perspective, Blackness has
been suppressed, drowned in the waves of
whitewashed American history. In his dying
breaths, Killmonger says, “Bury me in the
ocean with my ancestors who jumped from
ships, ‘cause they knew death was better
than bondage.”
Blackness in the future is so
unfathomable to people because our past
has been erased from our culture. That is
why “Black Panther” was so revolutionary to
audiences; the idea of Black advancement is
so unfamiliar. Perhaps the most important
impact of this film was its influence on
Black children. Not only did they gain a
whole new cast of strong Black heroes to
look up to, but also a mainstream portrayal
of strong Black families, communities and
intelligence.
Afrofuturism acts as a thruline in
the film, capturing the ever-present tension
between the anguish of the past and the
gorgeous potential of the future. It grapples
with Black suffering without allowing it to
define the Black future. As stated by Mark
Dery in his 1994 essay “Black to the Future,”
the purpose of Afrofuturism is to take back
and recreate Black identity and to move
forward with a renewed strength gleaned
from the pain of our past.”
“Black Panther” is the beam of
sunlight shining on the bottom of the ocean,
the grave of the diaspora’s ancestors. It is, in
essence, our liberation.

“Can a community whose past hasv been deliberately rubbed out, and whose energies have
subsequently been consumed by the search for
legible traces of its history, imagine possible
futures? Furthermore, isn’t the unreal estate of the
future already owned by the technocrats, futurologists, streamliners, and set designers―white to a
man―who have engineered our collective fantasies?” - Mark Dery, “Black to the Future” (1994).

Afrofuturism: A Dive
Into Sun Ra and
Incremental Liberation
By Sophia Crum

M

usic is essentially wavy air. Your
favorite song is just a compilation
of vibrations that create consonance.
Our world is filled with them. Each
chakra in our body has a special
frequency that, when influenced, can be freed of
energy blockages. Our brains vibrate constantly, as do
the colors on your favorite flowers, and the molecules
in the air. What’s more, vibrations live throughout
space. They are what connects us to ourselves, the
world around us and the worlds beyond us.
While math is considered the language of the
world, some musicians regard music as the language
of the cosmos. It transcends spoken word.
Enter Le Sony’r Ra, born Herman Poole
Blount, better known as Sun Ra after the Egyptian
sun god, the legendary jazz musician, bandleader and
composer of the 50’s and 60’s. Ra famously claimed
that extraterrestrials from Saturn advised him to
channel the energies and truths of the universe through
music.
Ra was not only a figurehead for the jazz
world, but for Black creatives as well. He influenced
the way we examine Blackness and Black culture, and
their trajectory and advancement into the future. We
can see him anywhere from Janelle Monae, to “Black
Panther”, to the “Hot Girl Summer” narrative.
Samuel Scranton, a PhD student of music
composition and technology at Northwestern’s Bienen
School of Music, describes Sun Ra’s relation to music
as a “social responsibility.” During a time when not
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only Black musicians but Black people in general
struggled to form their own narrative, Ra aimed to
look at the music of the past in order to redefine his
own sound in relation to history. Music was an “active
generator of identity” as well as a way to “recreate
yourself and create your own lineage.”
The members of Sun Ra’s “Arkestra”—his
version of “orchestra”—came from far and wide.
Similar to the indiscriminate nature of the Creator of
the Universe, Ra accepted anyone from exceptionally
talented musicians to mildly skilled players who,
if left to their own devices, might find other, more
destructive ways to spend their time. What’s more, he
never fired anyone; this was the Creator’s band after
all.
Ra worked his members to the bone,
sometimes making them rehearse until 4 a.m. When
he felt that the spirit of God was in the rehearsal room,
he would not rest until it
left. But his intuition for
individual energies and
spirits also allowed him
to personalize the content
the Arkestra played. Every
arrangement and part
was tailored for a specific
person depending on that
player’s own personality,
tonality and potential.
While his band
members respected him, his
few followers adored him.
In 1969, a magazine called
“The Cricket” published an issue titled “Black Music
in Evolution.” In it was a piece titled “Sun Ra at the
End of the World,” written by Joe Goncalves. During
a performance at the San Francisco Art Institute, he
recounts:
“Total control. Seasoned space travelers,
that’s the feeling you get, as you watch the brothers
move about the stage, changing instruments, blowing,
beating, shaking. And two sisters: dancing, singing,
keep you geared, take you where the band is headed.
Asking you, “If we can come from nowhere here, why
not go from somewhere… there.” Expansion.
“Instruments. Things that click, shimmer,
cling, blast, bellow, wail, humm… it gets beyond
barb-wire frontiers, ghettos, bloated categories, things
like that. It’s outer space. Comes from the stage. Into
you. These gemini players. Players. Space-players.

Spacers. Space-makers. For us:
“What we never had for so long, space outer. Or much space at all, squeezed so tight. From the
slaveship to the shack to the tenement. No space to
really move. No space to really function. Sun Ra &
Co. herald Space To Come, Freedom, to move. To live
again as ourselves. Expansion.
“And future talk is ordering talk. Getting
pretty much what we order and ordering pretty much
what we get, future has to be incorporated into today
as surely as history. When we hear a brother say, “A
nigger ain’t never been shit, a nigger ain’t never going
to be shit,” we know he has no knowledge of his past,
and no past = no future. Sun Ra is future/ALTER/
what’s coming. Tomorrow’s breath, breathing. Getting
ready.”
In a world where there is no social space
made for you, Sun Ra’s music was like a God-send. It
provided an emotional,
expansive release; when
you listen to it, the only
way to go is up, up, up
into the cosmos.
This notion of expansion
came from a mythology
Ra called “myth science,” the idea that you
have the agency to invent
your own beliefs. It’s not
something you inherit,
rather your invention,
assembled using both
historical context and
your own creativity. John Corbett, a Sun Ra scholar,
art gallery curator and music writer, calls it an “active
approach” to manifesting one’s identity, a means to
reclaim your history.
“For him, there was a sense of a desire to
imagine a place where African Americans could go
and be independent and not be subject to all of the
crazy bullshit that they’d had to deal with for hundreds
of years,” Corbett says. “He specifically talks about
imagining going to another planet where there were
no white people and seeing what kind of culture, what
kind of arts, would emerge there. Clearly a part of the
space fantasy is getting away from this doomed planet,
and getting to a place where this utopian fantasy of
total separation, separatism and total independence
could be lived out.”
Sun Ra was one of the early architects of

“Just like the
Black Identity,
Afrofuturism is
multifaceted.”
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BLACKNESS IS

Afrofuturism, the idea that we can reimagine a future
of visual arts, literature, music, science and technology
through a Black lens. The term, first coined in the
1990s, was also about looking to the past and using
Black history as a means for Black folks to reconceive
an otherworldly future while also engaging with
advanced technology.
But is it possible that the term is outdated?
Looking to the past for Black folks may cause more
harm than good. Using Black history in America as
our vantage point can perpetuate narratives of social
slavery.
According to Alexander Weheliye, a professor
of African American studies at Northwestern
University, “This goes back to the original ideas about
Afrofuturism, that Black people have always been in
diaspora, [and] have been forced to live in the future,
given white supremacy,” he says. “We’ve always had
to be a few steps ahead in order to simply survive.”
Today, most people use the movie “Black
Panther” as the textbook example of Afrofuturism. In
the short film “The Mundane Afrofuturist Manifesto”
by Black female artist Martine Syms, she critiques the
ideas within the blockbuster film for its emphasis on
wealth and shiny suits. Syms argues that “the rituals…
of daily life are compelling, dynamic and utterly
strange.” Why should we need grandeur to make us
feel magical? Let’s redefine how we see ourselves and
allow the world to see us, when most of the everyday
behaviors of Blackness are stunningly enough.
But just like the Black Identity, Afrofuturism
is multifaceted. We can use it in such a variety of
viewpoints that even an expansive, all-inclusive
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concept that envisions the potential for Black culture
can be considered Afrofuturist. This idea of creating
our own destiny is what brought us the mind of Janelle
Monae.
In an interview for Spotify’s “Black History is
Happening Now” project, she states, “Afrofuturism is
me, us, is Black people seeing ourselves in the future,
being as magical as we want to be. There are limitless
possibilities of where we can go, who we can be. We
get to paint a different world on our own terms. I get
to be whoever I want to be through Afrofuturism.”
But how should we go about existing,
discovering a sense of belonging together as a
community? How do we redefine the way in which we
live amongst each other?
Take the teachings of Octavia Butler, sciencefiction novelist and “Mother of Afrofuturism.” In one
of Butler’s later works, “Parable of the Sower,” she
devises a character named Lauren Olamina, who is the
creator of a new religion called Earthseed. She bases
her new methodology not only on her own beliefs and
experiences, but also on the current state of the world
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around her. The essential tenet of Earthseed is its
ability to empower those living in a dystopian world
and provide them with the tools to save themselves,
discover their own power, and utilize it to influence
the environment and the universe.
Through Olamina, we can begin to understand
Butler’s vision for Black community-building and
effecting change through an Afrofuturist’s lens.
Community-building through this lens,
particularly at a predominantly white institution,
means shifting the narrative by changing the language
we use to communicate with each other. No level of
power or influence can purchase another community’s
truth. The responsibility lies on us to facilitate this
atmosphere of belonging. Only when we provide a
space for creation, communication, and expression
will we be contributing to our incremental liberation.
In an essay for “Black World,” the late poet
and activist June Jordan wrote, “Language is the
naming of experience and thereby, the possession of
experience. Language makes possible a connection
that leads to reality. For all of these reasons, language
is political. Power belongs to the ones that have
the power to determine the use, abuse, rejection,
definition, redefinition of the words we try to say to
each other.”
Much like the music of Sun Ra, the literature
of Octavia Butler and the visual elements of
Afrofuturism, Black expression itself is avant garde;
we move through our world with spontaneous
improvisation. Like the arrangements catered to
Sun Ra’s big band members, every one one of
us is different. Though we can find solace in our
similarities, we find our power in our ability to
imagine and reclaim the agency we possess over
ourselves. Here we are, bare to the world and true,
desiring to design our own narrative. Now try and tell
me that our Black isn’t beautiful.
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Album Review:

Over It.

Summer Walker

by Shira Nash

Much like a relationship has its cyclical ups
and downs, Summer Walker’s latest album,
“Over It” takes listeners on a rollercoaster through her truest frustrations, deepest
desires, and raw, sometimes unrequited
love. Her candidness and relatability surely
touched the hearts of many, as shown by its
massive popularity. “Over It” garnered 154.7
million streams in its first week, surpassing
the record that Beyoncé’s “Lemonade” set
in 2016 and earning the biggest streaming
week ever for an R&B album by a woman.
Her popularity both in the musical and social
media scene skyrocketed this year, especially
after her 2018 anthem “Girls Need Love.”
With her tattoos, unique style, and colorful
hair, 23-year-old Summer Walker is authentically herself, and we are certainly not “Over
It” yet.

make my own decisions it’s taken
So who is she? This Atlanta-raised female as disrespect. That was cute tho.
artist began humbly by posting covers on God bless him he’s still a sweet
Vine and Youtube in 2013. Now signed by man deep down inside.” Summer
LoveRenaissance and Interscope, Walker has revealed herself to be just like
helped write and co-produce her debut
anyone else, juggling with emoalbum, which touches on relatable topics tions, positive and negative, but
of love, lust and heartbreak. “Over it”
with a melodic maturity that puts
is for everyone who has had their heart
the listener at ease.
broken, everyone who has gotten played
and everyone who has been led on, then “I should keep it real, real, one
left to dry. Her songs articulate her inner hunnid.” This lyric, one of the first
thoughts as she processes, files and arin her opening track “Over It,” sets
chives these internal conflicts. Thousands the tone for the entire album. It is
of artists have released love songs, but
a self-invitation to be honest with
something about Walker’s music tranher own emotions as well as an inscends the traditional surface-level narra- vitation to the listener to reflect on
tive. Her lyrics in “I’ll Kill You”—“I’d go their own relationship with love,
to bat for ya/ even when shit lookin’ bad or a lack thereof. “Am I really that
for ya”—prove that she will do anything much to handle?/ Breakin’ these
to protect her love and lover. Walker
niggas down like enamel/ Can
strikes the perfect chord; her luring sound I really just blow you out like a
is raw but not crude, honest without
candle?” Walker admits that somehesitation. Her authentic lyrics rest on
times, someone honest and real can
a bed of soothing synths, airy acoustics
be hard for niggas to handle, but
and mid-tempo yet powerful beats. Her that even still, she expects honesty
transformative album also features the
from them in return. As a fellow
profound sounds of other well-respected Aries, I couldn’t agree more.
artists within the industry, like Bryson
Tiller, Usher, 6BLACK, PARTYNEXT- But Walker’s authenticity shines
DOOR, Jhené Aiko and Drake.
beyond music, as she also openly
discusses difficult topics that other
On the day of her highly anticipated
artists usually gloss over, including
album release, Walker shared on her Insta- mental illness and social anxiety. In
gram several video clips of her fancy ho- front of her 1.3 million Instagram
tel room decorated by her boyfriend at the followers, Walker has opened up
time, London on da Track, with hundreds about how her introverted nature
of red and white roses. Not only was the and social anxiety has stood as
room adorned with flowers, but Walker
an obstacle throughout her music
also received several expensive gifts and career, especially in high-stakes
a party to celebrate her success. Love
situations like concerts or meet and
was in the air, and many of her listeners greets.
were happy for her, as she finally seemed
to be content, cared for, and even worWalker wrote on her Instagram:
shipped by the man she loved; this was a “It affects romantic relationships,
stark contrast with many of the men she friendships (which I have none) &
sang about in “Over It.” Summer Walker pretty much throws you into deseemed to reach a happy ending.
pression. This ain’t a sob story, just
a lot of ppl don’t know me so they
Sadly, just a couple weeks after the album take me as being rude or difficult
release, Walker wrote on her Instagram, to [get] close to.” Here, Walker ad“Single. Lol somehow I always end up
mits that she is, in fact, not perfect.
with a male chauvinist. I’m an alpha
She, too, has vulnerabilities and is
female so I guess when I think for myself/ open enough to share them with
the world. That’s real.
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In “Playing Games,” the third song on the album, Walker demands respect while setting the
standards she has for future and present suitors.
Rather than “playing games” with her heart,
she expects nothing less but consistency, attention and authenticity. She has learned from past
relationships what she deserves, and what the
current relationship she sings about lacks. She
explains that these standards are not materialistic, like buying designer clothes or superficial
like travelling the world, but that all she wants
is someone to “pick up the phone” and to “show
her some love, kisses and hugs.” She is open to
giving someone new a chance, but only if they
accept and treat her like the queen she is. This
anthem of expectation is a work of art, and her
lyrics are adorned by a warm guitar sound with
the perfect balance of shade and straightforwardness.
Even when expectations have been set in a relationship, they are not always met. The person
you thought you loved or thought loved you
might not be seeing you eye to eye. In “Off of
You,” Walker touches on those sentiments of
dissatisfaction, betrayal and mistreatment. She
starts the song with the lyrics, “You won’t even
listen,” displaying the disconnect that many face
with their partner. You can hear the pain in her
voice as she reflects on the hurt that this relationship has caused, and her permissiveness to the
mistreatment. But as the song continues, you can
also hear the self-realization in her voice. She
ends the song proclaiming that she “ain’t got the
time no more/ [she] ain’t gotta cry now/ ‘cause
[she] off of you.” Her epiphany of clarity ends
with a breathy crescendo done by an acoustic
guitar.
Summer Walker suggests that love is complicated and is a concept that isn’t fully understood.
While in love or seeking love, Walker declares
that there will undoubtedly be times of uncertainty, frustration, doubt and regret, and one
might simply be “over” all of it. These feelings
are sometimes isolating and discouraging. But
her words throughout “Over It,” remind all listeners, no matter their age, gender, sexuality or
race, that that they are not alone—they can find
solace and escape in her lyrics.
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CREATOR RESTORED
Standing at only 40 inches tall, I peeked

over the edge of the table as my older sister
doodled away in her sketchbook. Every
movement, every stroke, every line was
so intentional. When she broke from her
work, my 4-year-old self desperately tried to
replicate her visual stories, snagging her light
board, a piece of paper and a pen. Furiously,
I traced every line I could see, but realizing
that my talents did not lie in the arts, I quickly gave up on my dream to be a visual artist.

by Ayana Davis

hands produce what I felt inside.
As we neared the halfway point of
the course, I had two pieces under my
belt. Our professor instructed us to
take a trip to the contemporary wing
of the Art Institute of Chicago with a
list of sculptures to inspire the work
for our next project. We were to take
recycled slabs of wood and large thin
sheets of styrofoam and simply create
anything of our choosing.

Yet, 16 years later, I somehow stumbled into
an Art, Theory and Practice (ATP) course as
a sophomore. I knew I couldn’t paint, and I
definitely couldn’t draw, so, with a curious
and cautious eye, I enrolled in Introduction
to Sculpture.

I took my mother and my youngest
brother. My inspiration came to me
through the work of Donald Judd, a
photo of Queen Nefertiti’s bust, and
the masterpiece, “Africa Restored
(Cheryl as Cleopatra)” by Kerry
But before I even stepped into the class, I felt James Marshall.
inadequate. To even conceptualize the process of sculpting seemed daunting. I couldn’t I had grown up around the works of
many Black and African artists, but
think of the first or last original thing I had
my mother loved no one more than
created. Luckily, I had six hours a week to
Kerry James Marshall. Marshall, who
figure it out.
now lives in Chicago, is famous for
My professor must have seen me struggling, his massive acrylic paintings produced on rolled canvas. His experibecause he told the class that the only way
ences growing up around the Black
that we could excel in sculpture, was if we
Panthers and during the Civil Rights
deepened the way we saw the world around
era as well as his studies of art prous—by creating literal depth. Visualizing a
duced by slaves influence much of his
sculpture had to begin with switching you
from two-dimensional lenses on the paper, to art. Through his paintings and sculpthree-dimensional and 360 degree lenses that tures, he explores various aspects of
modern Black existence, life and hisincluded shadows and depth. I had to think
tory, such as the Black middle class,
about how I wanted my viewer to interact
domestic life and popular culture.
with my work from every possible angle.
Each aspect of my design had to be intenStanding in front of his work titled
tional to elicit sensations.
“Africa Restored (Cheryl as CleopaEventually, the ideas began to flow from my tra),” I was transported to the vision
that would guide my work for the
fingertips onto the paper like branches of
melting rivers activated by the sun’s warmth. rest of the quarter. I found myself
As I spent more and more time in the studio, circling every inch of this cubist, Africa-shaped sculpture without setting
I would plug my ears with a playlist that I
had thoughtfully put together to stimulate my off the perimeter alarms. The colors,
imagination. As the lyrics orbited my head, I the dangling chains, the grand medalsunk into my mind and my spirit, letting my lions all intertwined our African roots
and our Black glamour.
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I knew that from that moment
on, there was no way that all my
future work could not highlight the
Black experience that I have lived
through. I could feel the fire of my
Black spirit growing and begging
to be displayed.
In the class that followed, I scribbled furiously in my sketchbook,
ultimately creating my America restored. I looked at my sketchbook,
then to the materials provided—I
was out of my league. How was I
to carve my vision into reality?
A reassuring conversation with my
professor reminded me to take it
step by step: from paper, to cardboard, to the final materials. With
a deep breath, I dove into the sea
of this seemingly impossible task.
I photographed, I carved, I sanded
and I owned the Kresge woodshop.
I had landed in my element. I felt
alive as each cut brought me closer
to my vision.
My piece was late, but I had never
felt so proud as I presented “We
Are Born of Kings and Queens
(America Restored).” Finally, I
was a creator.

10 Years
Years After
After “Girlfriends,
“Girlfriends,””How are Black Women represented?
10
by Jackie Germain

via HBO
via UPN (The CW)

Over 10 years after the final season of “Girlfriends” aired in 2008,

the show’s main characters recently reunited in an episode of “Blackish.” Their connection is leading lady Tracee Ellis-Ross, who plays
Rainbow Johnson in “Black-ish” and previously played Joan Clayton in
“Girlfriends.” Ellis-Ross, along with former co-stars Jill Marie Jones,
Persia White and Golden Brooks, returned on this episode of “Blackish,” aptly titled “Feminisn’t,” to tackle the intersection of feminism and
race in the 21st century. Specifically, the episode calls out modern white
feminists who ignore the voices of women of color, especially Black
women.
Created by Northwestern University alum Mara Brock Akil, “Girlfriends” is remembered as a show that regularly acknowledged social
topics while highlighting the significance of Black sisterhood and
diversity. Joan, for instance, called out the boys’ club mentality of the
predominantly male law firm that she worked for, and Maya battled her
publishing company when they attempted to refine her book to make it
more accessible to white audiences. Apart from the varied social topics
that the show acknowledged, its significance lies in what it represented:
a group of strong, dignified and vulnerable Black women with distinct,
complex personalities. Their friendship wasn’t perfect, but no friendship
is, and “Girlfriends” highlighted Black sisterhood in a way that did not
sensationalize Black drama or stereotype Black women.
Lauryn Madise, a first-year radio/television/film (RTVF) student at
Northwestern University, recalls watching “Girlfriends” as one of the
first times she saw herself represented in the media. The series inspired
her interest in film.

tion goes beyond just seeing people who look like you on screen—it’s
also important that they have a hand in producing the content behind the
scenes. “Girlfriends” and “Insecure” do just that.
Thanks to standard-setting shows like “Girlfriends,” “Insecure” is able to
be more expressive and radical in the way it addresses microaggressions,
the wage gap and the sexualization of Black women.
Dr. Miriam J. Petty, an RTVF associate professor at Northwestern University, is a film historian who studies stars and stardom from a cultural
perspective. Dr. Petty notes that in Hollywood, it is immensely difficult
to sell Black stories without also having to focus on a white lead, even if
this means going to the lengths of creating a white character.
“Black people have been figuring out how to get along with white people
since they were brought over in slave ships in this country,” said Dr.
Petty. “That is not a new story for people of color, that’s not a new story
for Black people in any way.”
The significance of shows like “Girlfriends” and “Insecure” is that they
didn’t go out of their way to incorporate white characters to tell stories
about Black women. They could simply exist on their own and be appealing to a wide audience.
However, even with these revolutionary, unapologetic shows, there is
still a lot that needs to be done when it comes to increasing and enhancing media representation.

“I never thought about [representation] because I always saw myself in
that show, but I never realized that was the only show that I saw myself
until now,” Madise said.

To address this issue, Dr. Petty says, “There’s a whole cultural reset that
needs to happen, and I think part of that cultural reset has to do with
white people being comfortable being decentered, men being comfortable being decentered, straight people being comfortable being decentered.”

“Girlfriends” paved the way for more shows to do the same. Nearly a decade after the show’s cancellation, we have shows like Issa Rae’s “Insecure” that delve further into the complexity of Black women. “Insecure”
took flight in 2016, and like “Girlfriends,” it highlights Black sisterhood,
this time between two friends, Issa Dee and Molly Carter, who navigate
the everyday contemporary experience of being Black women.

Dr. Petty criticizes the use of the word “accurate” in regard to this
representation. She explains that accuracy is subjective when it comes
to representation, and that dimensionality, complexity and screen time
need to be emphasized when discussing media representation for Black
women.

“It’s nice to see something that so clearly represents myself on screen,”
said Amya Scott, a first year RTVF student in reference to “Insecure.”
Kelsey Nickens, another first year RTVF student, notes that representa-

When it comes to representing Black women in the media, Nickens put
it best: “Normalize that we can do things that other people can do, and it
doesn’t have to be this whole spectacle.”
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BlackBoard Asks:

What Is it like to be a
Black theatre major at
a majority-white drama
department?
By Imani Sumbi

It is no secret that Northwestern’s theatre department struggles with diversity on multiple levels.
There are no published statistics regarding Black
representation among theatre students, but like the
university at large, the department is predominantly
white. According to Northwestern’s 2018 Diversity
and Inclusion Report, only 6.3 percent of tenure-line
faculty in the School of Communication are Black.
Because Northwestern is short on actors of color,
many students attest that there are limits on the
types of productions the school can put on.
That said, there are many student-run theatre
organizations on campus, such as Vertigo and Wave,
that amplify marginalized voices and tell diverse
stories. However, the fact still stands that Northwestern’s Black theatre majors have to overcome
unique social hurdles as they pursue their degrees.
BlackBoard spoke to several Black theatre students
to get an insider’s view of how it feels to navigate
that space. Here is a selection of their responses,
which have been edited for length and clarity:
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“You can be in your class with 20 people and
be the only Black person, and even in some cases be
the only person of color. So, it has been something
that’s always on your mind. If there’s a season that
comes up, and it’s only plays with white leads or majority-white characters, you’re immediately like, ‘Oh,
this is not something I could be in.’”
“We have done shows that are very whiteheavy just by the nature of what the stories are, and
they try to cast outside of what the prescribed roles
are. I think in some cases it has worked. In some
cases, it may look like tokenization. In some cases,
it’s also just impossible. For example, they’re doing
‘Legally Blonde’ next season. … Are you really going
to cast Elle Woods as a Black woman?”
“We’ve also had shows like ‘In The Red And
Brown Water,’ which was an all-Black cast. The only
problem with that was the lead is supposed to be a
dark-skinned Black woman, and they cast a lightskinned woman. And they had to change a line that
she says in the play because it [refers to her skin
tone]. So, even with all of the great diversity that we
have been seeing, there are still limitations and still
more work that needs to be done so that it’s not just
diversity to satisfy diversity in the name of diversity.”
- Rekhia Adams, 21, senior, says she has only had one
Black theatre professor.

“I think there’s been a push towards using
shows full of people of color, but at the same time,
we don’t have the numbers to do those shows all the
time. Sometimes, there are substitutions and lumping people of color together even though certain
identities shouldn’t play certain roles. I think sometimes we get confused about what diversity is and
how it can be displayed in an appropriate way.”
- Kandace Mack, 19, sophomore

“A lot of the time, there will be certain roles
that will specifically say ‘African American’ or
some other race, and so it’s like sectioned out for
people to have diversity in those casts. And sometimes, it’s like that because it matters to the script.
Sometimes it doesn’t matter. And I think when it
doesn’t matter, it can definitely get less diverse
because the pool that you’re pulling from is predominantly white.
Northwestern definitely tries to be as diverse
as possible, to its best abilities. That’s not to say
that they’re gonna cast a Black girl as Elle Woods
in “Legally Blonde” because that [role] has its own
connotations. For me personally, I have felt like a
lot of the time the roles that I’m getting called back
for as a Black woman are roles whether it specifically says ‘African American’ or something like that.
Sometimes it’ll be because the story that is being
told is a story that only a person of that specific race
could tell. Not to say that those stories aren’t important, because obviously they are. But it seems restricting in the sense that I won’t be called back for
some role that a bunch of white girls will be called
back for, just because I’m being called back for all
these roles that are specific in the race they are for.
I think it honestly gets a bit boring only
seeing people of one specific race on stage when it
doesn’t matter. And, it’s not an accurate representation of the world. Most of the time, race doesn’t
actually matter, and it kind of makes it look like it
matters when it doesn’t.”
Maya Schnake, 20, sophomore
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